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COMMENTS
NATIONALIZING LAKE TAHOE
INTRODUCTION
The Lake Tahoe Basin (Basin) is a central, 506 square-
mile resort area for Northern California and Northwestern
Nevada.' Its year-round attractions include magnificent sce-
nery, skiing, boating, gambling, accessible wilderness, and
nightclub entertainment. During the past two decades, concern
has grown that urbanization of the Basin could destroy the
beauty and recreational quality of the region. As a result, a
unique planning body, the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
(TRPA), was created by agreement between Nevada and Cali-
fornia, with the consent of Congress.2 The effectiveness of the
TRPA in dealing with the growth problem at Lake Tahoe has
been called into question.3 Amendments strengthening the
TRPA have been proposed, but disagreements between the two
state legislatures have prevented any change. The possibility
of federal intervention is now being threatened to encourage a
compromise.'
While effective reform of the TRPA may yet be accom-
plished, the possibility of direct federal intervention at Lake
Tahoe warrants consideration. The possible forms that such an
intervention might take require evaluation. This comment will
examine the problems faced by the TRPA and the present
federal role in the Lake Tahoe Basin. It will then focus on
alternative forms of federal participation. In particular, crea-
tion of a national recreation area and imposition of federal land
use controls will be explored as viable ways to protect this
unique lake basin in the absence of effective state land man-
agement controls.
© 1979 by Larry E. Anderson.
1. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, THE LAKE TAHOE STUDY 13 (1975)
[hereinafter cited as EPA TAHOE STUDY]. The Lake Tahoe Basin encompasses 324,000
acres, of which 122,000 acres (191 sq. miles) are lake surface. Id. at 18.
2. Act of Dec. 18, 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-148, 83 Stat. 360. It is also contained in
California and Nevada statutes. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66801 (West Supp. Pamph. 1966-
1978); NEV. REV. STAT. § 277.200 (1973).
3. See, e.g., Letter from Leo T. McCarthy, Speaker of California Assembly, to
Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of the Interior (June 15, 1977).
4. See, e.g., Nevada St. J., May 23, 1979, at 1, col. 1.
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THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY:
CREATION AND PROBLEMS
Efforts to bring regional planning to Lake Tahoe were
begun in the late 1950's by local residents5 and resulted in the
1980 Plan. Published in 1964, that plan attempted to deter-
mine how the Basin could best be developed as a resort area'
and warned of sewage and water problems in the coming years.7
Local governments began to accept the need for directed, if not
controlled, growth within the Basin.' A bi-state study, pub-
lished in 1967, urged formation of a limited bi-state planning
agency for the Lake Tahoe Basin.' In response to that study,
the California legislature passed a bill to create such an
agency.'0 In 1968, a special session of the Nevada legislature
passed an amended version of the California act, which was
accepted by California." Congress ratified the bi-state compact
in the closing days of its 1969 session,'" and the TRPA was born.
The compact directed the TRPA3 to prepare regional
plans'4 for land use, transportation, recreation, conservation,
5. W.T. JACKSON, EARLY PLANNING EFFORTS AT LAKE TAHOE: THE ROLE OF JOSEPH
E. McDONALD 1956-1963, at 96 (1974) [hereinafter cited as EARLY PLANNINGI.
6. Wilsey, Ham & Blair, Lake Tahoe 1980 Regional Plan (1964). See L. BAXTER,
REGIONAL POLITICS AND THE CHALLENGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING 3 (1974). "The
preservation of beauty was seen as generally necessary for the continued growth of such
an economy (sophisticated tourist), but not as something having intrinsic value or
indicating particularly important values in the Basin ecosystem." Id.
7. In 1967, Nevada and California adopted standards and programs for Lake
Tahoe water quality that required export of all effluent from the Basin. These pro-
grams were approved by the Secretary of the Interior. EPA, Task Report 1 (1973)
(prepared for EPA's study of Lake Tahoe) (available for inspection at EPA, Region
IX, San Francisco, Cal.).
8. EARLY PLANNING, supra note 5, at 95.
9. LAKE TAHOE JOINT STUDY COMMITTEE, REPORT 5 (1967).
10. See generally Eadington & Hattori, Public Policy and Lake Tahoe: Economic
Issues and Legislative History, NEV. REV. Bus. & ECON., Summer, 1977, at 2; Note,
Regional Government for Lake Tahoe, 22 HASTINGS L.J. 705 (1971); Ames, The Real
Life Adventures of a Planning Agency, CAL. J., Jan., 1972, at 12.
11. Eadington & Hattori, supra note 10, at 3-4.
12. Act of Dec. 18, 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-148, 83 Stat. 360.
13. The TRPA was to function on three levels: a governing board consisting of
five representatives from each state (three from local governments and two appointed
by the governor), id. art. Ill(a); an advisory planning commission made up of state and
local, health and planning officials and four local residents, id. art. Ill(h); and a
planning staff, id. art. IV(a).
14. At one point, lawsuits for inverse condemnation amounted to more than
$250,000,000 after the TRPA adopted its regional land use plan and implementing
ordinances. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 83; see also EPA, Public Hearings on
Adequacy of and Need for Extending Federal Oversight and Control in order to Pre-
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and public services and facilities.'5 The compact granted the
agency some enforcement powers,' 6 but also contained major
limitations. First, a majority vote of each state's representa-
tives on the TRPA governing board was required for denial of
a development application." If no dual majority was reached
within sixty days, the proposed project was deemed approved."
This resulted in a number of de facto approvals of major pro-jects." Second, gaming casinos that were licensed on the date
the compact passed the Nevada legislature, or that were to be
constructed on land zoned for casino use on a master plan
effective on that same date, were to be considered conforming
uses by the TRPA. 0 The effect of this exemption continues to
be felt as new casinos take shape at Stateline.1 Third, the
TRPA was given no state or federal funding in the compact"
and was directed to pursue only regional goals, avoiding inter-
ference with local authority. 3 These limits caused the TRPA
serve the Fragile Ecology of Lake Tahoe 249 (Sept. 21-22, 1973) (statement of George
C. Finn, Skyland property owner) [hereinafter cited as EPA Hearings] (available for
inspection at EPA, Region IX, San Francisco, Cal.).
15. Act of Dec. 18, 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-148, art. V(b), 83 Stat. 360.
16. Id. art. VI(a). The TRPA was to adopt rules, regulations, and ordinances that
would support accomplishment of the regional plans. These requirements were to be
enforced by the TRPA, the states, and the local governments, but the states and
localities were to be permitted to adopt and enforce higher standards than those
adopted by the TRPA. Id.
17. Id. art. III(g).
18. Id. art. VI(k).
19. For example, a regional shopping center and two major casino-hotels were
approved under this rule, although a majority of the TRPA governing board (seven of
the ten) opposed the projects. Dep't of Housing & Urban Development, Assessment of
the Effectiveness of the TRPA 9 (May 6, 1976) [hereinafter cited as HUD Assess-
ment].
20. Act of Dec. 18, 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-148, art. VI(a), 83 Stat. 360.
21. Eadington & Hattori, supra note 10, at 6; Rice, Two Shadows Etched Across
Tahoe Terrain, Nevada St. J., April 15, 1979, at 16, col. 1. There is a question as to
whether the TRPA can interfere at all in gaming operations, such as conditioning
approval of non-gaming projects of casinos on restriction of gaming floorspace. Nevada
St. J., Jan. 28, 1979, at 44, col. 2.
22. Act of Dec. 18, 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-148, art. I1, 83 Stat. 360. Funding was
to come from the five counties in the Basin. Each one was to contribute to the TRPA
budget in the same ratio as the ratio of the full cash value of taxable real property that
each county had jurisdiction over in the Basin. Id. art. VII(a); see also E. CONSTANTINI
& K. HANF, THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPULSE AND ITS COMPETITORS: ATTITUDES, INTERESTS,
AND INSTITUTIONS AT LAKE TAHOE 54 (1973). Each state was forced to take one of its
counties to court to force the county to make its contribution to the TRPA budget.
People ex rel. Younger v. County of El Dorado, 5 Cal. 3d 480, 487 P.2d 1193, 96 Cal.
Rptr. 553 (1971); State ex rel. List v. Douglas County, 90 Nev. 272, 524 P.2d 1271
(1974); State ex rel. List v. Douglas County, 92 Nev. 114, 546 P.2d 235 (1976).
23. Act of Dec. 18, 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-148, art. VI(a), 83 Stat. 360.
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to relegate funds to planning and continuous, expensive litiga-
tion and effectively left zoning enforcement duties with local
governments. 4
Both the governing board and the planning commission of
the TRPA contained a majority of local officials, further ensur-
ing that local government interests would continue to dominate
the future of the Basin. 5 This placed the TRPA planning staff
in an adversary role. Its professional recommendations were
often altered by the planning commission to conform to local
political reality before submission to the governing board for
approval." In addition, the TRPA was given no power to mo-
dify or disapprove state public works projects. 7 It could only
review the projects and make recommendations to the states.21
Finally, the federal government was given no clear role in
the TRPA scheme. Congress did condition its consent to the
compact on the insertion of a provision requiring the seating of
a non-voting federal member on the TRPA governing board,
21
and directed the Secretaries of Agriculture and Interior to co-
operate, if requested, with the TRPA.30 However, there has
never been a congressional declaration that the Tahoe Basin is
of national significance. 31
24. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 84-85; P. MEYER, WHAT IS THE TRPA? A
BUREAUCRATIC HASSLE, AN Eco-SELL-OUT, OR A PRAGMATIC PROBLEM SOLVER 9-11 (1974);
see also note 14 supra. Variances are often freely given by local governments for exemp-
tions from TRPA ordinances, particularly concerning land disturbance for construc-
tion. TRPA, Water Quality Management Plan, ch. X, at 2 (1976).
25. W. FELTS & G. WANDESFORD-SMITH, THE POLITICS OF DEVELOPMENT REVIEW IN
THE LAKE TAHOE BASIN 31 (1973); Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (Pacific Southwest
Region), Lake Tahoe: Strategies to Save a Lake (Draft) 82-85 (June 15, 1971)
[hereinafter cited as BOR Draft].
26. W. FELTS & G. Wandesford-Smith, supra note 25, at 31; Ames, supra note
10, at 16; see generally C. FINKELSTEIN, PLANNING AND POLITICS: A STAFF PERCEPTION OF
THE TRPA (1974). This was particularly true in development of the regional land use
plan. Id.
27. Act of Dec. 18, 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-148, art. VI(a), 83 Stat. 360.
28. Id. art. VI(d). This exemption has been a sore spot for Nevadans. "We all
deplore the overdevelopment on the California side, and will now have a voice in that.
That includes a say in their plans to export sewage, which would affect the Truckee
River, which serves Reno." S.F. Chronicle, Apr. 20, 1977, at 14, col. 1 (statement of
Nev. State Senator Thomas Wilson after passage of Nevada's proposal for amending
the bi-state compact). The public works exception has also meant that HUD's designa-
tion of the TRPA as "Areawide Planning Organization" for purposes of reviewing all
public works projects in the Basin has little meaning. HUD, Task Report 1 (1973)
(prepared for EPA's study of Lake Tahoe) (available for inspection at EPA, Region
IX, San Francisco, Cal.); Letter from Thomas R. Jacob, Gov'tal Affairs Coordinator
for TRPA, to author 2 (Dec. 20, 1977) (on file at Santa Clara Law Review).
29. Act of Dec. 18, 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-148, art. VII, § 3, 83 Stat. 360.
30. Id. § 2.
31. The only congressional intent that can be pointed to is the preamble which
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The Bi-state Impasse
Ten years after its creation, the TRPA is still beset by
controversy. Fundamental philosophical conflicts between
California and Nevada plague the agency. Californians, often
obsessed by the presence of casinos run on California tourist
dollars, are frustrated by the continued urbanization of the
Basin and direct their disappointment at the TRPA.32 Nevad-
ans remain suspicious of a Basin takeover by the more popu-
lous and developed California side. 3 There is general agree-
encourages success. Statement of Douglas R. Leisz, Regional Forester, before Cal.
Ass'y Resources, Land Use & Energy Comm. 1 (Dec. 6, 1977).
32. Ayer, Water Quality Control at Lake Tahoe: Dissertation on Grasshopper
Soup, 58 CALIF. L. REV. 1273, 1330-31 (1970) (comment on gaming); Letter from Leo
T. MCCARTHY, supra note 3; S.F. Chronicle, March 11, 1976, at 9, col. 1; id., March
27, 1977, at 2B, col. 1.
California's disappointment over the TRPA was the motivating factor in the 1973
resurrection of the California Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (CTRPA), which had
been a shadow agency since its creation in 1967. Eadington & Hattori, supra note 10,
at 4; CAL. GOV'T CODE §§ 67000-67130 (West Supp. Pamph. 1966-1978). This California
agency is less local in character and has adopted more preservationist stands in its own
regional and transportation plans. It is a vigorous critic of the TRPA, although five of
its seven members also sit on the TRPA governing board. Eadington & Hattori, supra
note 10, at 4; Hoxsie, Cheers, Boos Greet Action to Kill Planning Board, Nevada St.
J., Feb. 17, 1979, at 22, col. 2; Letter from Eugene A. Chappie, Cal. State Ass'yman,
to author (Jan. 17, 1978) (on file at Santa Clara Law Review); S.F. Chronicle, March
6, 1976, at 12, col. 1. For examples of local-state conflict, see Letter from Ray Johnson,
Cal. State Senator, to author (Jan. 27, 1978) (on file at Santa Clara Law Review);
Letter from Richard Milbrodt, City Manager of South Lake Tahoe, to author (Jan. 16,
1978) (on file at Santa Clara Law Review); Nevada St. J., May 16, 1979, at 59, col. 3
(attempted withdrawal of City of South Lake Tahoe, Cal., from relationship with
CTRPA).
33. Shipler, Neighbors Divide over Lake Tahoe, Nev. Appeal, Jan. 15, 1978, at
A4, col. 1.
Assemblyman Louis Bergevin, R-Douglas County, told seatmate Assem-
blyman Darrell Tanner, R-Clark County, that California begrudges the
money its residents gamble away in Nevada casinos.
"They're anti-gambling. They want to stop their people from coming
over . . . and actually tear down casinos that are already built."
Nevada St. J., Feb. 7, 1979, at 7, col. 2.
Where Nevada has its casinos (for the amusement of California gamblers)
California has a continuous string of roadside hotels, motels, food stands,
restaurants and shops.
The only thing talked of is "No more casinos at Lake Tahoe" as
though that would apply a magic brake on California development, when,
in fact, that may well be just another ruse to try to deny Nevada a voice
in Tahoe Basin matters.
McConnell, Tahoe Battle Invites Distortion, Is California Aiming for Complete
Control?, Nevada St. J., March 4, 1979, at 5, col. 2.
Nevada has a more limited state regional planning agency for the region. It is only
responsible for passing on casino siting in the Basin and has exercised little power.
NEv. REv. STAT. § 278.780-.828 (1973).
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ment that something must be done, but there the agreement
ends .3
In 1975, the Nevada legislature considered amendments to
the bi-state compact that would have added more state-wide
members to the TRPA, increased the budget, and eliminated
the dual majority requirement. 5 Reduced by gaming and
Douglas County lobbying interests36 to a simple broadening of
representation on the agency, the amendments were never seri-
ously considered by California. 7 In 1976, the California legisla-
ture enacted sweeping amendments to the compact." These
amendments provided for 1) state financial support, 2) elimi-
nation of the gaming and public works exemptions, 3) the levy-
ing of fines for violation of TRPA ordinances with the resulting
revenue earmarked for enforcement, 4) the alteration of the
dual majority/sixty day rules to result in de facto rejection
rather than approval, and 5) a declaration of federal policy
toward the Basin.39
These amendments went too far for the Nevada legisla-
ture, which adopted more limited amendments in 1977.40 The
Nevada legislature accepted the elimination of the public
works exception and the alteration of the dual majority rule,4'
but rejected the other California proposals. 2 The Nevada
amendments contained a continued gaming exemption within
limited geographical areas, allocated fines of TRPA ordinance
violators to the states' general funds, broadened the member-
ship of the TRPA planning commission, and contained no dec-
laration of federal policy.43 With the rejection of these Nevada
proposals by the California legislature," the federal govern-
ment stepped in. With Charles Warren, Chairman of the Coun-
34. See HUD Assessment, supra note i9, at 11-12.
35. Eadington & Hattori, supra note 10, at 5.
36. Id. at 4-5.
37. Id. at 5.
38. Id. This was partly attributable to the 1974 TRPA approval (under the de
facto rule) of five major projects (including three new casinos) in the Basin. Id.
39. 1976 Cal. Stat. ch. 1329.
40. 1977 Nev. Stat. ch. 518.
41. Eadington & Hattori, supra note 10, at 5-6.
42. Id.
43. 1977 Nev. Stat. ch. 518.
44. A.B. 493, Cal. Legis. 1977-1978 Reg. Sess.; San Jose News, Jan. 13, 1978, at
llD, col. 2. Nevada Governor O'Callaghan labeled this irresponsible. Id. Some called
the Nevada amendments a step forward; others considered them to be too little, too
late. S.F. Chronicle, May 19, 1977, at 6, col. 2; Letter from Leo T. McCarthy, supra
note 3, at 1.
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cil on Environmental Quality, acting as arbitrator, the two
state governors reached agreement on a proposed amended
compact to be submitted to the state legislatures in 1979.11
As would be expected, the proposal was a compromise-
combination of changes. The dual majority rule would have
been reversed. The TRPA would have had 180 days to review
a proposal." If the governing board failed to act, or if a majority
of the members from each state could not be attained, the
project would have been considered rejected." All state and
local projects would have been subject to this review. 8 The
TRPA would have been responsible for preparing an Environ-
mental Impact Statement (EIS) for each private or govern-
ment project that would "significantly affect the human envi-
ronment.""
The TRPA would have been mandated to prepare a com-
prehensive EIS establishing environmental thresholds that
would limit the present regional planY' Until its adoption by
the TRPA, a strict review process would have been in place
that might well have resulted in a moratorium on development
in the Basin.5'
The proposal would have broadened the membership of
the TRPA governing board, giving statewide appointees a ma-jority and inhibiting membership on both local and TRPA
boards.2 In addition, a federal representative from the United
States Forest Service would have been seated on the advisory
planning commission. 3
Gaming locations would have been limited to those pres-
ently existing.51 Additions to casinos would have been subject
to TRPA review, but expansion of gaming floorspace within an
45. Wash. Post, Aug. 21, 1978, at A7, col. 1; Letter from Robert E. Stewart, Press
Sect'y to Nev. Gov. O'Callaghan, to author (Nov. 14, 1978) (on file at Santa Clara Law
Review).
46. S.B. 250, § 1, art. VI(q), Nev. Legis. 1979 Reg. Sess.
47. Id.
48. Id. art. VI(k).
49. Id. art. VII(b)(2)(C).
50. Id. art. VI(e).
51. Id.
52. Id. art. MII(a), (h).
53. Id. art. 1I(h). TRPA board members and employees would have been ex-
empted for any act in an official capacity unless the act were malicious, id. IV(d), as
the U.S. Supreme Court recently decided. See text accompanying notes 125-126 infra.
54. S.B. 250, § 1, art. VI(g), Nev. Legis. 1979 Reg. Sess. Construction of any
casino that is presently being litigated would have been allowed if the courts approved
the construction. Id. art. VI(g)(1)(A).
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existing casino structure would have needed only the approval
of the Nevada Environmental Commission.55
Funding of the TRPA would have been shared by local
governments according to their property value jurisdiction in
the Basin plus a set amount. 6 State funding would have been
discretionary; federal funding was not mentioned. Civil fines
would have been available for penalizing violators of TRPA
ordinances, plans, or compact.57
It was proposed that Congress require all federal agencies
to cooperate with the TRPA55 and conduct their activities, such
as licensing and granting of permits, in accordance with the
TRPA's regional plan.5"
The proposal was subjected to immediate criticism and
controversy.60 Further, Nevada Governor O'Callaghan, who
supported the proposal, left office in January, 1979, and the
support of his successor was uncertain.' Six difficult months
of negotiation followed, with numerous stops and starts 2 and
continued encouragement from Chairman Warren." On the
last day of the Nevada legislative session, a proposed compact
was finally passed and signed into law.64
The basic framework that had been agreed to by the gover-
nors was left intact by Nevada. A three-tiered voting procedure
was enacted: a simple majority for routine business; a majority
of the board members from the state where a proposed project
would be located plus a simple majority of the whole board for
a project proposal; and a majority of each state's delegation for
TRPA plans and ordinances. 5 The board would have 180 days
55. Id. art. VI(g)(2)-(3).
56. Id. art. VIII.
57. Id. art. VI(m).
58. Bill Drafting Request, § 2, enclosure to Letter from Robert E. Stewart, supra
note 45.
59. Id. § 3. The language used was almost identical to that of the Coastal Zone
Management Act of 1972. 16 U.S.C. § 1456(c) (1976).
60. Criticism included accusations of no-growth policies, incompatibility with
the Nevada Constitution, bias by Chairman Warren, and a failure by the governors to
consult legislative leaders. Nevada St. J., Jan. 13, 1979, at 29, col. 3; id., Jan. 24, 1979,
at 56, col. 1; Sacramento Bee, Jan. 13, 1979, at B1, col. 3.
61. Governor Robert List, 1979 State of the State Message (Jan. 17, 1979),
reprinted in Nevada St. J., Jan. 18, 1979, at 41, col. 3.
62. The hard bargaining included a bill to withdraw Nevada from the TRPA,
S.B. 482, Nev. Legis. 1979 Reg. Sess., and walkouts, Nevada St. J., May 22, 1979, at
20, col. 1.
63. Nevada St. J., May 25, 1979, at 1, col. 3.
64. 1979 Nev. Stat. ch. 575. See Nevada St. J., May 29, 1979, at 10, col. 1.
65. 1979 Nev. Stat. ch. 575 § 1, art. III(g).
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to vote or be subject to a court order requiring a vote.6" An
altered approach to Environmental Impact Statements was
proposed."
Gaming expansion Would be absolutely stopped, with the
TRPA prohibited from permitting any gaming expansion."
Statewide appointment to the Nevada delegation was watered
down.69
The two provisions, however, that sparked the greatest
controversy were put into the compact during the final days of
the session.70 First, the moratorium on project construction
pending adoption of environmental thresholds was limited to
thirty months, with a requirement that the TRPA adopt the
environmental thresholds in that time." The moratorium itself
was limited by permitting construction of three approved casi-
nos, any subdivision with a subdivision map filed, any subdivi-
sion in a financially troubled improvement district, and any
apartment with a permit application on file.72
Second, judicial restrictions were inserted into the com-
pact. Any action concerning TRPA decisions on specific real
property would have to be brought in the judicial district where
the property was located.73 Further, in declaring any prelimi-
nary relief, a court would have to require the posting of a bond
"in a sum equal to the costs and damages which the court finds
may be incurred or suffered by any party who is found to have
been wrongfully enjoined or restrained."74
California leaders quickly rejected Nevada's proposal.75
66. Id.
67. Id. art. VII.
68. Id. art. VI(d).
69. Id. art. III(a)(2). A majority of members of Nevada's delegation could still
be from the "region."
70. Nevada St. J., May 28, 1979, at 9, col. 1.
71. 1979 Nev. Stat. ch. 575 § 1, art. VI(c).
72. Id. This would allow a 40% increase in residential and visitor population
during the moratorium in Douglas County, Nev., alone. Nevada St. J., May 16, 1979,
at 20, col. 4. Included in this figure would be at least 450 new homes in the Round
Hill General Improvement District near Stateline. Id., May 28, 1979, at 9, col. 1.
73. 1979 Nev. Stat. ch. 575 § 1, art. VI(h)(1).
74. Id. art. VI(h). For a discussion of the impact such a provision would have,
see Henson & Gray, Injunction Bonding in Environmental Litigation, 19 SANTA CLARA
L. REv. 541 (1979).
75. "[I]t negates not only six months of work but would lead to further degrada-
tion of the Lake rather than protecting it." Cal. Sen. John Garamendi, quoted in
Nevada St. J., May 31, 1979, at 1, col. 4.
California Governor Brown vetoed the 1979 California contribution to the TRPA.
This may lead to the dissolution of the TRPA and its planning efforts in the near
future. S.F. Chronicle, July 17, 1979, at 5, col. 1.
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Negotiations may resume, but unless a special session of the
Nevada legislature is called, any further action by Nevada
must wait until the next regular legislative session in 1981.6 In
the meantime, the Nevada legislature placed a sixty-day mora-
torium on Basin development that was identical to that in its
compact proposal" and permanently restricted gaming expan-
sion.'s
If the bi-state effort fails in Nevada, California, or Con-
gress, California leaders stand ready to push for massive fed-
eral intervention through creation of a national recreation
area."9 There is also an ongoing push for more Forest Service
acquisition of casino sites in the Basin. 0 Because it is likely
that the bi-state compact will not be approved in both state
legislatures in a form that creates an effective TRPA, it is
necessary to consider just what federal intervention might en-
tail. The present federal role serves as an introduction to future
possibilities.
THE FEDERAL ROLE TODAY
The federal government is already significantly involved in
the Basin. Since Army Captain John C. Fremont discovered
76. Id.
77. 1979 Nev. Stat. ch. 575 § 4. Apparently, this moratorium will have little
effect given the exceptions in the bill and the interpretation that it does not apply at
all to small property owners. See Nevada St. J., June 4, 1979, at 23, col. 1.
78. 1979 Nev. Stat. ch. 575. "[Ilt serves notice on the state of California . . .
that we in Nevada are not shirking our responsibility." Gov. Robert List, quoted in
Nevada St. J., May 5, 1979, at 10, col. 1.
79. Nevada St. J., May 23, 1979, at 1, col. 1; S.F. Chronicle, May 3, 1979, at 6,
col. 2; Wash. Post, Feb. 4, 1978, at A2, col. 1; Letter from James W. Burns, Ass't to
Huey D. Johnson, Sect'y for Cal. Resources Agency, to author (Nov. 16, 1978) (on file
at Santa Clara Law Review); Western Regional Council, Federal Policy for the Lake
Tahoe Basin 21 (Aug. 15, 1978) [hereinafter cited as Federal Policy]. "[Tihe entire
effort to preserve Lake Tahoe will be disbanded and either the lake will be over-
whelmed by gambling and development interests or the federal government will in-
trude and establish the area as a national recreation area." Charles Warren, Chairman,
Council on Environmental Quality, quoted in Nevada St. J., Jan. 20, 1979, at 32, col.
2.
Such a proposal faces the unanimous opposition of Nevada's congressional delega-
tion. Nevada St. J., Feb. 14, 1979, at 1, col. 5 (Senator Howard Cannon); id., Feb. 16,
1979, at 1, col. 6 (Senator Paul Laxalt); id., Feb. 14, 1979, at 9, col. 3 (Rep. Jim
Santini).
80. Federal Policy, supra note 79, at 20; U.S. Forest Service, Lake Tahoe Basin
Management Unit Land Management Plan, pt. I, at 35-36 (July 26, 1978) [hereinafter
cited as LTBMU Plan). See also S.F. Chronicle, July 3, 1977, at 2B, col. 1. However,
it is recognized that casino site acquisition, without red-lining of casino areas, would
be a short hurdle for developers to cross. Statement of Douglas R. Leisz, Regional
Forester, before Cal. Ass'y Resources, Land Use & Energy Comm. 4 (Dec. 6, 1977).
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Lake Tahoe in 1844,1 federal involvement through control of
land and water, technical assistance, and monetary aid has
steadily increased. The role of the federal government has often
been the subject of disputes between and among various levels
of government."2
Today, there are at least twenty-two federal agencies with
some involvement in the Basin, ranging from the technical
advice of the Geological Survey to the predominant land own-
ership of the Forest Service. 3 Federal investment in purchases,
construction, and grants in the Basin between 1964 and 1974
amounted to $85,921,847.4 However, functional limits placed
on each federal agency and the silence of Congress as to a policy
for Lake Tahoe have prevented federal agencies from shaping,
and at times even affecting, the future of the region.
Forest Service
The most important federal agency at Lake Tahoe is the
Forest Service. Since the first Tahoe Forest Reserve lands were
withdrawn from the public domain in 1907,5 the Forest Service
has acquired over 128,000 acres of land in the Basin and is
planning to acquire more. 8 These federal lands are divided
among three national forest jurisdictions and in turn, two For-
est Service regions. 7 The presidential representative to the
TRPA has become, by tradition, the Regional Forester from the
Forest Service Western Region.88 His obligation to speak for the
federal government at TRPA meetings has somewhat enhanced
the influence of the Forest Service in Basin matters.
81. F. FARQUAHR, HISTORY OF THE SIERRA NEVADA 56 (1966). For a description of
the Pony Express, U.S. Mail, and emigrant routes in the Basin, see E.B. SCOTT, THE
SAGA OF LAKE TAHOE 231-35, 359-73 (7th ed. 1957).
82. See.generally W.T. JACKSON & D. PISANI, A CASE STUDY IN INTERSTATE RE-
SOURCE MANAGEMENT: THE CALIFORNIA-NEVADA WATER CONTROVERSY, 1865-1955 (1973)
[hereinafter cited as INTERSTATE RESOURCES].
83. EPA, Agency Responsibilities within the Tahoe Basin (Jan., 1978).
84. U.S. Forest Service, Estimated Federal Expenditures for Lake Tahoe Basin
(Nov. 13, 1974).
85. TRPA, Cultural and Historical Significance of the Lake Tahoe Region, A
Guide for Planning 15 (1971) [hereinafter cited as Cult/Hist Significance].
86. Letter from Glenn Smith, Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit Planning
Coordinator, to author (Dec. 27, 1977) (on file at Santa Clara Law Review). This
represents about 63% of Basin land. Id. See also Federal Policy, supra note 79, at 6.
87. Cult/Hist Significance, supra note 85, at 15. The three national forests are:
Toiyabe, Tahoe, and Eldorado. Id. In 1973, a unified management unit for Basin Forest
Service land was formed (Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit) by the Forest Service.
Letter from Glenn Smith, supra note 86, at 2.
88. Letter from Glenn Smith, supra note 86, at 1.
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Forest Service ownership of an increasing percentage of
Lake Tahoe land has not had a significant effect on develop-
ment in the region.89 Most of the Forest Service land is devoted
to recreation or preservation; much of it is in unusable areas.'"
However, as urbanization has consumed more and more land,
federal control of certain areas, such as Camp Richardson, has
constrained development,' and public use pressure has stead-
ily increased.' The general land use plan of the Forest Service
calls for modest development of additional public facilities, but
it is primarily a declaration for preservation of the quality of
recreational opportunities at Lake Tahoe. 3
Forest Service support of the TRPA has been vital to its
continued existence. The basic source for the TRPA's land use
plan was the land capability study developed by the Forest
Service in cooperation with the Soil Conservation Service.94
The TRPA also used Forest Service offices, information, and
technical advice to develop its plans.5 Although not required
to do so, the Forest Service lent credibility to the TRPA by
submitting its development plans to the TRPA for review. 6
89. Cult/Hist Significance, supra note 85, at 15. Forest Service control did halt
a proposal to build a major airport near Camp Richardson. W.T. JACKSON & D. PISANI,
FROM RESORT AREA TO URBAN RECREATION CENTER: THEMES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF LAKE
TAHOE 1946-1956, at 14-15 (1973) [hereinafter cited as RESORT TO URBAN]. That control
also restricted South Lake Tahoe's attempt to use Forest Service land to dispose of
sewage effluent through spraying. EARLY PLANNING, supra note 5, at 71. Perhaps the
most important constraint on growth at Lake Tahoe was the existence of large land-
holdings by the affluent, which in turn preserved those areas for purchase by the
public. See LAKE TAHOE ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION COMM'N, TAHOE REFLECTIONS: AN
ANTHOLOGY, 1974-1976, at 9 (1976); see, e.g., Cult/Hist Significance, supra note 85, at
16; RESORT TO URBAN, supra, at 19-20.
90. R. BAILEY, LAND-CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION OF THE LAKE TAHOE BASIN,
CALIFORNIA-NEVADA, A GUIDE FOR PLANNING 20 (1974) [hereinafter cited as LAND CAPA-
BILITY STUDY].
91. See note 89 supra.
92. LTBMU Plan, supra note 80, at 16; U.S. Forest Service, Task Report 2 (1973)
(prepared for EPA's study of Lake Tahoe) (available for inspection at EPA, Region
IX, San Francisco, Cal.). Public visits have increased from 144,450 per year in 1960,
to 1,899,000 in 1970. Id.
93. LTBMU Plan, supra note 80.
94. LAND CAPABILITY STUDY, supra note 90; Statement of Douglas R. Leisz, supra
note 80, at 7.
95. L. BAXTER, supra note 6, at 21-22; Ames, supra note 10, at 16; C. FINKELSTEIN,
supra note 26, at 17. "The TRPA's planning efforts would have been completely para-
lyzed at the beginning had the Forest Service team and its resources not been immedi-
ately available to the TRPA Staff." L. BAXTER, supra note 6, at 22.
96. Letter from Glenn Smith, supra note 86, at 1. "The Federal establishment
has been supportive of TRPA for a long time and will continue to be. We believe that
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Other Agencies
Other federal involvement in the Basin has been primarily
in the areas of water control and project funding. Federal influ-
ence over the use of Lake Tahoe's water was not exercised until
the beginning of the twentieth century. 7 Since then, the Army
Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation have en-
gaged in a number of disputes over water levels and diversion
schemes. 8 Agreements and court decrees have limited federal
discretion in determining use of the Truckee River, which flows
from Lake Tahoe." Continuing litigation of federal water rights
for preservation of the Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation fish-
ery may alter the status quo of the water situation.'"
Federal funding of public and private projects has also
been a subject of controversy. The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and its predecessor, the Federal Water Pollution
Control Administration, made matching grants of approxi-
mately $5,800,000 for sewer projects on the California side of
Lake Tahoe from 1966 to 1973.101 These federal funds facilitated
changes in land use patterns in the Basin, significantly increas-
ing intensive commercial recreation, such as hotels, motels,
and condominiums. 0 The resulting intensified land use has
it represents the best solution to control of activities on private lands from a regional
standpoint." Statement of Bill Morgan, Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit Admin-
istrator, in D. Leisz, Report to the President on the TRPA, March, 1977, at 3.
97. See INTERSTATE RESOURCES, supra note 82; D. BAXTER, LAKES OF CALIFORNIA
44 (1972); D. LAVENDER, CALIFORNIA: LAND OF NEW BEGINNINGS 357-58 (1972).
98. See INTERSTATE RESOURCES, supra note 82, at 7-69.
99. See generally Statement of Edgar P. Price, Bureau of Reclamation, presented
at Lake Tahoe Symposium (Jan. 16, 1975) (available from Bureau of Reclamation,
Mid-Pacific Region, Sacramento, Cal.); see also United States v. Truckee River Gen-
eral Electric Co., Civ. No. 14861 (N.D. Cal., June 4, 1915); United States v. Orr Water
Ditch Co., Equity No. A-3 (D. Nev., Sept. 8, 1944); W.T. JACKSON & D. PISANI, A CASE
STUDY IN INTERSTATE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: THE CALIFORNIA-NEVADA WATER CONTRO-
vERSY, 1955-1968 (1974) [hereinafter cited as WATER CONTROVERSY].
100. INTERSTATE RESOURCES, supra note 82, at 49-50; WATER CONTROVERSY, supra
note 99, at 48-53; Statement of Edgar P. Price, supra note 99, at 5-6; see generally
PYRAMID LAKE TASK FORCE, FINAL REPORT (1971).
101. Cal. Water Resources Bd., Task Report 3-5 (1.973) (prepared for EPA's
study of Lake Tahoe) (available for inspection at EPA, Region IX, San Francisco,
Cal.). Another $1,000,000 was spent in studies of the Lake's water by the two agencies
during the same period. EPA, Task Report, supra note 7, at 5.
102. J. Pepper & R. Jorgensen, Influences of Wastewater Management on Land
Use: Tahoe Basin 1950-1972, at 3 (1973) (unpublished EPA study). "[EJngineering
and cost considerations were the major, if not the sole, concern of Federal review of
applications for wastewater grants." Id. at 64. Cost constraints of septic tank installa-
tion were lifted by construction of these sewer systems. Id. at 75. Over-sizing of sewer
systems encouraged larger developments in order to pay for the systems. EPA TAHOE
STUDY, supra note 1, at 64-65.
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caused increased water pollution from erosion and sedimenta-
tion and increased air pollution from automobiles.
°3
The federal government has been involved in improving
the highway system at the Lake, particularly through the forest
highway program.0 4 The United States Department of Trans-
portation has supported TRPA's study of regional transporta-
tion,1°0 but California withdrew its support of the study to pro-
test TRPA's reliance on automobiles and highways, bringing
regional transportation planning to a standstill.'"' On the east-
ern edge of the Basin, the construction of a new federal forest
highway, the Kingsbury Grade, has promoted commuting by
casino employees between Stateline and Nevada's Carson Val-
ley. 07
Federal funding for regional planning efforts has been pro-
vided by the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD)'0 in hopes of strengthening the efforts of the TRPA.I°9
In 1972, HUD placed a moratorium in the Basin on all federal
loans for new housing construction in forest-zoned lands and in
areas without adequate sewer service."1 This attempt to affect
103. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 64. EPA has designated the TRPA as
the lead agency in the Basin for planning of the areawide waste treatment management
program. Id. at Preface. The EPA is also requiring the TRPA to develop a regional plan
for air quality attainment by 1979. This could result in EPA intervention to ensure
compliance with those standards. Nevada St. J., Dec. 28, 1977, at 24, col. 3.
104. Federal Highway Administration, Task Report 1 (1973) (prepared for EPA's
study of Lake Tahoe) (available for inspection at EPA, Region IX, San Francisco,
Cal.).
105. Letter from Thomas R. Jacob, supra note 28, at 1.
106. Federal Policy, supra note 79, at 5; see generally CTRPA, Regional Trans-
portation Plan (Aug., 1978).
107. Federal Highway Administration, Task Report, supra note 104, at 4.
108. Letter from Alan Goldfarb, HUD Regional Planning & Management Offi-
cer, to author 2 (Jan. 25, 1978) (on file at Santa Clara Law Review). HUD's predecessor
agency, the Housing & Home Finance Agency, had helped fund the 1980 Plan. EARLY
PLANNING, supra note 5, at 94; see text accompanying notes 6-7 supra. A total of about
$548,000 has been given to the TRPA by HUD. Letter from Alan Goldfarb, supra, at
2.
109. HUD Assessment, supra note 19, at 14. These grants have been criticized
as supporting urbanization of the Basin. League to Save Lake Tahoe, The Federal
Interest 4 (1977).
110. HUD, Task Report, supra note 28, at 1. This moratorium was actually
begun in 1971 when HUD placed a moratorium on all new housing construction loans
in the Basin until the TRPA was able to develop its regional plan, approved in 1972.
Id. The Army Corps of Engineers also placed a moratorium on pier construction per-
mits in 1971 and did not lift that moratorium until the TRPA promulgated its shore-
zone ordinance and plan in 1976. L. BAXTER, supra note 6, at 30. See Army Corps of
Engineers, Task Report 1 (1973) (prepared for EPA's study of Lake Tahoe) (available
for inspection at EPA, Region IX, San Francisco, Cal.).
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development through housing loans is limited by the increas-
ingly high cost of housing in the Basin, which precludes federal
financing in the first place."'
Since 1966, the Heritage Conservation and Recreation
Service (formerly the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation) has pro-
vided nearly $10,000,000 in matching grants to California and
Nevada for purchase and development of recreational areas at
Lake Tahoe."' Land acquisitions by the Forest Service in the
Basin have required an additional $35,000,000 from the same
Land and Water Conservation Fund."3
Agency Coordination
There has been little formal coordination of federal efforts
to encourage and facilitate state and bi-state solutions to the
Basin's problems. This lack of federal coordination, plus the
creation of regional agencies, has added confusion, and some
important agencies have expressed concern that they are being
left out of the planning process because of this proliferation of
bureaucracy."' The Forest Service has taken the lead in en-
couraging coordinated support of the TRPA, particularly in
requesting federal moratoria on permits and loans."'
In 1978, the Western Regional Council"' published a fed-
eral policy on Lake Tahoe that will act as a guideline for federal
agencies operating in the Basin."7 The policy expresses contin-
ued support for the TRPA, but it does not suggest that federal
111. Letter from Alan Goldfarb, supra note 108, at 2. See also HUD, Review of
HUD Moratorium on the Lake Tahoe North Shore (1977).
112. Letter from Frank E. Sylvester, Regional Director, Pacific Southwest Re-
gion, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, to author 1 (Jan. 10, 1978) (on file at Santa Clara
Law Review). For a detailed list of California use of the funds, see Cal. Dep't of
Resources, Project List, Approved Projects, Land & Water Conservation Fund Pro-
gram, 1965-66 through 1976-77, at 5-6 (Oct., 1977). Nevada funds were used to improve
its Lake Tahoe State Park. Nev. Div. of Parks, Task Report 2 (1973) (prepared for
EPA's study of Lake Tahoe) (available for inspection at EPA, Region IX, San Fran-
cisco, Cal.).
113. Letter from Frank E. Sylvester, supra note 112, at 2.
114. Cal. State Lands Div., Task Report 3 (1973); see also Nev. Dep't of Fish &
Game, Task Report 2 (1973); Cal. Dep't of Fish & Game, Task Report 13 (1973) (all
of the above prepared for EPA's study of Lake Tahoe) (all of the above are available
for inspection at EPA, Region IX, San Francisco, Cal.).
115. HUD, Press Release (July 21, 1971). See note 110 supra.
116. The Western Regional Council is made up of regional Cabinet Secretary
representatives and federal agency regional directors. See Federal Policy, supra note
79, at Memorandum of Consensus. See also M. DERTHICK, BETWEEN NATION AND STATE
158-66 (1974).
117. Federal Policy, supra note 79.
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goals be made subservient or necessarily consistent with those
of the TRPA. Instead, it speaks directly to protecting federal
lands and achieving high environmental quality standards
through the TRPA as a clearinghouse for requests for federal
funds from local governments in the Basin." 8 The policy state-
ment does suggest that federal funds be given to the TRPA for
its operations."0 This policy of the Council would bow to an
agency's congressional mandate, should there be any conflict
of policies.' 0
Until Congress declares its policy toward Lake Tahoe, the
federal effort there will continue to depend on the good will of
each federal agency official, limited by the same functional
restrictions that have existed since the federal government first
came to the Basin in the nineteenth century.
Judicial Review
The federal courts have also influenced planning in the
Basin. In 1974, the court of appeals for the Ninth Circuit ruled
that only federal courts could settle a dispute concerning the
construction of the TRPA compact, because congressional con-
sent to the compact made it a federal statute, and individual
state court construction of the compact might prevent the uni-
formity of interpretation necessary for its success.' The follow-
ing year, a district court ruled that the TRPA could not be sued
for inverse condemnation because it lacked the power of emi-
nent domain.'22 In 1976, the Ninth Circuit confirmed its earlier
ruling on federal court authority to rule on compact construc-
tion when it found that questions concerning the interpretation
and application of TRPA ordinances were federal questions.'23
Once again, the court referred to the need for uniformity of
compact interpretation.'24
The United States Supreme Court determined that the
TRPA board is immune from suit for any actions that it may
118. Id. at 13, 19.
119. Id. at 20.
120. Letter from Alan Goldfarb, supra note 108, at 1.
121. League to Save Lake Tahoe v. TRPA, 507 F.2d 517, 521-23 (9th Cir. 1974),
cert. denied, 420 U.S. 974 (1975).
122. Western Int'l Hotels v. TRPA, 387 F. Supp. 429, 439 (D. Nev. 1975).
123. League to Save Lake Tahoe v. B.J.K. Corp., 547 F.2d 1072, 1075 (9th Cir.
1976).
124. Id.
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take as a legislative body.' 5 The Court found that while the
state sovereign immunity provisions of the eleventh amend-
ment did not apply to the TRPA, since it was a separate body,
the absolute legislative immunity did.'2 6
State courts retain the power to rule on questions concern-
ing the states' right to participate in the bi-state compact and
to compel counties to contribute money to the TRPA. 2 1
POTENTIAL FEDERAL ROLES IN THE TAHOE BASIN
If the two states cannot agree on management of the Tahoe
Basin and the federal government's role has been only a weak
coordination of agency functions and land ownership by the
Forest Service, the question of federal involvement becomes
even more important.
It is certainly not a new question. In 1900, Senator William
Stewart of Nevada proposed the establishment of a Lake Tahoe
national park. 2 Such a national park was considered a number
of times during the early 1900's, but the continued alteration
of Lake Tahoe's environment by construction of homes and
resorts defeated those proposals. 2
In 1970, Congress ordered the Department of the Interior
to study Lake Tahoe for a possible national lakeshore. 30 The
Department published a "bland, uninformative, noncommit-
tal, and virtually useless" document in 1973. 3I The report con-
125. Lake County Estates, Inc. v. TRPA, 99 S. Ct. 1171 (1979).
126. Id. at 1178-80. The dissenting Justices were troubled by the fact that TRPA
board members are not elected and, therefore, not true legislators. Id. at 1180 (Mar-
shall, J., dissenting in part), 1181 (Blackmun, J., dissenting in part).
127. See, e.g., People ex rel. Younger v. County of El Dorado, 5 Cal. 3d 480, 487
P.2d 1193, 96 Cal. Rptr. 553 (1971); State ex rel. List v. Douglas County, 90 Nev. 272,
524 P.2d 1271 (1974); State ex rel. List v. Douglas County, 92 Nev. 114, 546 P.2d 235
(1976).
128. S. 2320, 56th Cong., 2d Seas., 33 CONG. REC. pt. 1, at 762 (1900).
129. See, e.g., H.R. 1957, 63d Cong., 1st Seas., 51 CONG. REc. pt. 1, at 133 (1913);
H.R. 11625, 65th Cong., 2d Seas., 56 CONG. REC. pt. 6, at 5538 (1918). Studies by the
National Park Service in the 1930's concluded that there had been too much develop-
ment of the Basin to be able to assert the values that a national park should have.
Letter from Roger W. Toll to Director, Nat'l Park Service 2 (April 30, 1932); Letter
from William P. Mott, Jr., Inspector, Region VIII (Dec. 13, 1935) (letters available
from National Park Service, Western Region, San Francisco, Cal.).
130. Act of Sept. 26, 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-425, 84 Stat. 882.
131. BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION, LAKE TAHOE: A SPECIAL PLACE (1973)
[hereinafter cited as BOR REPORT]; E. CONSTANTINI & K. HANF, supra note 22, at 53
(quoting U.S. Senator John Tunney). The draft report prepared by the local Bureau
of Outdoor Recreation region made a number of very innovative suggestions, generally
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cluded that the Basin failed to meet a requirement that new
recreation areas significantly increase the quantity of recrea-
tional opportunities in a region."'
While awaiting this study, Congress authorized the EPA
to study the role of federal agencies at Lake Tahoe and to make
recommendations for improving federal responsiveness to
Tahoe's problems.r Published in 1975, the EPA study recom-
mended that Congress declare a national policy toward Lake
Tahoe and begin continuing oversight of federal and TRPA
efforts to protect the national interest in the Basin.'34 Congress
took no action on the recommendations of either study.
In considering what shape federal action in the Tahoe
Basin should take in the future, five alternatives warrant dis-
cussion: 1) the traditional approach of improving the coordina-
tion of existing federal activities in the Basin; 2) the expansion
of federal land acquisition within the Basin; 3) the establish-
ment of a national recreation area; 4) the imposition of direct
federal land use control; and 5) the creation of a federal re-
gional commission to replace the TRPA. These approaches are
supporting an extensive national recreation area. BOR Draft, supra note 25. That draft
was allegedly quashed by Nevada interests. Ames, supra note 10, at 17.
132. Recreation Advisory Council, Circular No. 1, at 4-5 (1963); BOR REPORT,
supra note 131, at 5. The report was the subject of immediate criticism:
How much better it would be for persons in position of national
leadership, such as Morton, to go into the hustings to extoll the justifica-
tions for a much stronger role of the federal government in preserving
Lake Tahoe.
If Tahoe is a place of national value, which it is, then the federal
government should be more actively engaged in promoting and enhancing
that value.
S.F. Examiner, June 2, 1973, at 7, col. 1. Carrying capacity has been criticized as not
being of primary importance for national recreation areas. PUBLIC LAND LAW REVIEW
COMM'N, ONE THIRD OF THE NATION'S LAND, A REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT AND TO THE
CONGRESS 214 (1970) [hereinafter cited as ONE THIRD].
133. Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1971, Pub. L. No. 92-
500, § 2, 86 Stat. 833. The original bill proposed in the Senate sought to place the EPA
Administrator in the position of reviewing all federal and federally funded projects
that might result in discharges into Lake Tahoe. The administrator would have been
prohibited from approving any permits for such activity if it conflicted with preserving
the water of the Lake or with the Clean Air Act. The administrator would also have
been required to review all "development activities, environmental quality and re-
gional planning in the Tahoe Basin area." S. REP. No. 414, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 22,
reprinted in [1971] U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 3668, 3689. The report said: "The
Lake Tahoe Basin is a unique National resource urgently requiring effective Federal
action to preserve its environmental quality." Id.
134. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 4. The EPA determined that, although
federal control of public lands was adequate to protect Tahoe's ecology, federal influ-
ence on private lands was not. Id. at 87-88.
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not mutually exclusive in application, but they are best under-
stood individually.
Improved Coordination
The federal government speaks about growth problems in
the Tahoe Basin in a variety of voices.'35 The effort to promul-
gate a federal policy within the Western Regional Council may
provide federal agencies with standards for approaching their
responsibilities within the Basin."6 However, regional councils
have been criticized for their lack of authority to address truly
controversial issues.'37 While the council may be able to keep
agencies informed, congressional mandates to each agency take
precedence.
Two alternatives to the regional council approach have
been suggested. First, a federal administrator without ties to
any one agency could be appointed to act as federal coordinator
for Lake Tahoe.138 However, the same problems of authority
would remain.3 ' Second, the Council on Environmental Qual-
ity could be given authority to review all federal and federally
funded projects in the Basin."' This would go far beyond the
limited authority that the Council has been given in the past,
and has received little support."'
The EPA has noted that federal coordination is not a sig-
nificant problem in the Basin; rather, the real issue is coordina-
tion of all levels of government."' Until there is a clear vision
of what the Lake Tahoe Basin should be, better federal coordi-
nation may increase efficiency, but it will probably not solve
any major environmental problems.
Land Acquisition
As a general goal, the Forest Service has indicated in its
general plan that it hopes to acquire at least all of the high
hazard areas identified in its land capability study, or about
135. Id. at 63; HUD Assessment, supra note 19, at 13.
136. See text accompanying notes 116-120 supra.
137. M. DERTHICK, supra note 116, at 158-80.
138. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 99-100.
139. M. DERTHICK, supra note 116, at 66-71 (discussion of federal representative
to the Delaware River Basin Comm'n).
140. League to Save Lake Tahoe, The Federal Interest at Lake Tahoe 8 (1977).
141. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, § 204, 42 U.S.C. § 4344 (1976).
142. EPA TAHOE STUdf, supra note 1, at 97-100.
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seventy-six percent of the Basin." 3 At present, the Forest Serv-
ice owns about two-thirds of this high-hazard land."' It has also
forecast acquisition of a total of about 50,000 acres of Basin
land through 1987.'"1 Each year, however, the Tahoe acquisi-
tion plans of the Forest Service must compete with other appli-
cations for the limited Land and Water Conservation Fund.1
46
A bill to ensure money for Lake Tahoe land acquisition over an
extended period of years was introduced in the House of Repre-
sentatives in 1977, but it died in committee."'
In 1978, $12.5 million in matching funds were provided to
the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service by Congress
to purchase two casino sites at Stateline.'"1 The funds were to
be then given to the Forest Service after two conditions were
met: 1) Nevada and California each provided $6.5 million in
matching funds; and 2) the states agreed to restrict gambling
to sites presently in operation. "' No funds were provided by the
Nevada legislature, and the casinos may be built in the near
future. 50
Priorities for acquisition of Basin land have not been defi-
nitely stated. Some suggest that the Forest Service should first
acquire property scheduled for imminent development that
would affect public lands or adversely affect the Basin as a
whole.'5 ' The EPA has recommended that lakeshore acquisition
should be the first priority and that Forest Service purchases
should be directed at promotion of public enjoyment values
rather than reaction to development threats."2
The forms that land acquisition may take are varied. The
Forest Service has relied on negotiated purchases and ex-
143. U.S. Forest Service, General Plan for Management of National Forest
Lands in the Lake Tahoe Basin (Review Draft) 13-14 (1973). There is general support
for continued Forest Service land acquisition by a variety of interests. See, e.g., Letter
from Congressman Harold T. Johnson to author (Nov. 1, 1977) (on file at Santa Clara
Law Review); Letter from David Russell, Admin. Ass't to U.S. Senator Paul Laxalt,
to author (Oct. 21, 1977) (on file at Santa Clara Law Review); L.A. Times, July 27,
1977, at 3, col. 1; S.F. Chronicle, June 17, 1977, at 9, col. 1.
144. LAND CAPABILrrY STUDY, supra note 90, at 20.
145. LTBMU Plan, supra note 80, at 35.
146. See text accompanying note 113 supra.
147. H.R. 4677, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., 123 CONG, REc. H 1876 (daily ed. March
8, 1977).
148. Act of Oct. 17, 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-465, 92 Stat. 1279.
149. Id.
150. Rice, supra note 21.
151. League to Save Lake Tahoe, The Federal Interest at Lake Tahoe 8 (1977).
152. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 110.
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changes at Lake Tahoe.' As the value of land increases due
to population, zoning, and location, it may become necessary
to use eminent domain. Individual estates have faced tax laws
that do not give credit for donation to the federal govern-
ment.'54 The EPA has urged that these federal laws be changed
to encourage testamentary gifts of land to the public.'55
Land exchange may be encouraged by both states to avoid
withdrawal of more land from property tax rolls.' Exchanges
may be particularly attractive to Nevada where eighty-four
percent of the land is owned by the federal government.'57 Ex-
changes would probably require the cooperation of other fed-
eral landowners, such as the Bureau of Land Management,' Ss
so that equally valuable land outside the Basin could be traded
for Basin land.' 5 The EPA has indicated that exchanges of land
are procedurally difficult when various federal agencies are in-
volved.' 0
It is, of course, possible to acquire less than a fee interest
in desired land. Acquisition of scenic easements or develop-
ment rights has not been undertaken at Lake Tahoe by the
Forest Service,'"' although Congress has encouraged this ap-
proach in a number of national recreation areas'62 because it
saves money and preserves individual property ownership.' 3
Or, the Forest Service could acquire land subject to a life estate
or an estate for years in the owner of the land.' 4 Again, the
153. Id. at 33-36.
154. Id. at 113-14.
155. Id.; see also EPA Hearings, supra note 14, at 164.
156. Statement of Huey D. Johnson, Cal. Sect'y for Resources, before the Cal.
Ass'y Resources, Land Use & Energy Comm. 6 (Dec. 13, 1977). It would be possible to
compensate local jurisdictions for lands withdrawn. ONE THIRD, supra note 132, at 242.
157. Shipler, Nobody's Satisfied, NEV. MAO., Winter, 1977, at 12-13.
158. See Bureau of Land Management, Task Report (1973) (prepared for EPA's
study of Lake Tahoe) (available for inspection at EPA, Region IX, San Francisco,
Cal.).
159. See Statement of Huey D. Johnson, supra note 156.
160. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 113.
161. Letter from Glenn Smith, supra note 86, at 2.
162. See, e.g., S. REP. No. 1328, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 6-7, reprinted in [19741 U.S.
CODE CONO. & AD. NEws 6649, 6655. Jackson Hole, Wyoming, is one area that has been
considered for extensive use of such easements in a national scenic area. S. 2162, 95th
Cong., 1st Sess., 123 CONG. REC. S16035 (daily ed. Sept. 30, 1977); Hocker, Jackson
Hole: Are We Loving It To Death, THE SIERRA CLUB BuLuEaIN, July/Aug., 1979 at 14,
16; see also Bus. WEEK, Nov. 21, 1977, at 94.
163. See U.S. Forest Service, Sawtooth NRA, How and Why We Buy Scenic
Easements (undated).
164. See, e.g., 16 U.S.C. §§ 460u-5, 460x-9 (1976).
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acquisition cost is reduced, and the owner maintains some
property rights in the land.
It has been suggested that an environmental tax credit
could be given to holders of desirable land"5 amounting to a
four percent credit of the value of the land and improvements
applied against the landowner's federal income taxes.' 6 In this
way, a formula would be derived whereby the federal govern-
ment would become the fee owner over a 25-year period. This
approach has also not been tried.
So that speculation and inflation do not devour congres-
sional appropriations for land acquisitions, a number of sugges-
tions have been made. They include: freezing the price of all
lands that the government will purchase at the time authoriza-
tion is given for purchase; giving the Forest Service the right
to preempt a transfer of land ownership by paying the transfer
price; and acquiring an interest in property with an option to
buy the remaining interest at a price established when the
initial interest is acquired.6 7 These methods are untried and
dependent on congressional authorization.
Forest Service acquisition of more land in the Basin is
certainly important if public access and recreation in the Basin
are to be ensured. A long-range program of land acquisition will
be difficult without a congressional declaration of national in-
terest and a congressional guarantee of continued funding. In-
novative approaches, such as tax credits, scenic easements,
deterrence of speculation, and federal land exchange could be
incorporated in this congressional mandate. Federal land ac-
quisition can be very useful in overcoming insufficient zoning
authority, such as the TRPA's inability to prevent casino con-
struction. '1 However, it is a poor strategy for affecting land use
if it is used without zoning support.166
A National Recreation Area
In the late 1950's, it was recognized that there were areas
in the nation that possessed national environmental signifi-
cance but were neither sufficiently unique to qualify as a na-
165. EPA Hearings, supra note 14, at 159 (statement of Roy Robinette, Presi-
dent, League to Save Lake Tahoe); EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 115.
166. EPA Hearings, supra note 14, at 159.
167. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 116.
168. LTBMU Plan, supra note 80, at 35-36.
169. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 109.
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tional park nor primitive enough to be considered wilderness.
To protect these areas and to expand recreational opportuni-
ties, Congress created national lakeshores, seashores, and rec-
reation areas.' 0 This flexible designation permits areas to be
protected while allowing activities such as mining, fishing, and
home ownership within the boundaries of the areas."' A na-
tional recreation area (NRA) can be managed by either the
Forest Service or the National Park Service."'
There are many forms that an NRA may take. It can be
simply a reorganization of lands already owned by the federal
government,1 3 or it can require extensive acquisition of private
and state lands."' While focusing on recreational opportunity,
the purposes of an NRA can vary and can certainly include
preservation of natural beauty.'
A central issue in the creation of an NRA is the decision
as to which lands will be encompassed by the new area. The
exclusion of lands controlled by powerful business or political
interests has sometimes been necessary to gain congressional
approval.' Whatever the boundaries, NRA's usually include a
lot of private land that is not intended for acquisition by the
federal government. In order to deal with this private land and
its potential for incompatible development, Congress has ex-
erted influence over its use.
NRA Models. The three basic types of land use influence
that Congress has used in the past are: consultation with local
governments as to desirable zoning ordinances; suspended con-
demnation of private lands for so long as federally-approved,
local zoning ordinances are in effect; and suspended condem-
nation of private lands for so long as those lands are in compli-
ance with federally-promulgated land use standards.
The Cuyahoga Valley National Recreation Area was cre-
ated to serve the residents of the Akron-Cleveland, Ohio area,
170. Knibb, National Recreation Areas: Evolving Legislative Answer to Land
Use Conflicts, 6 LINCOLN L. REV. 1, 1 (1970); see also ONE THIRD, supra note 132, at
44.
171. Knibb, supra note 170, at 1-2.
172. See H.R. REP. No. 607, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 13-14, reprinted in [1975J U.S.
CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 2281, 2287-88 (discussion of Forest Service-Park Service
dispute over controlling Hells Canyon NRA).
173. For example, Hells Canyon NRA. 16 U.S.C. § 460gg-6(h) (1976).
174. For example, Cuyahoga Valley NRA. 16 U.S.C. § 460ff-1 (1976).
175. See, e.g., 16 U.S.C. § 460aa(a) (1976).
176. Quaintance, A National Seashore for Oregon? A Study in Legislative
Problem-Solving, 44 ORE. L. REv. 1, 14-15 (1964).
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and is an example of the first type of land use influence."' It
initially involved the rapid acquisition of land by the federal
government.' 8 Acquisition was supplemented by consultation
with local jurisdictions on ordinances that would protect the
NRA.' 7 ' Congress encouraged the use of scenic easements in
acquisition, 10 but when the acquisition appropriation ran out,
the National Park Service was forced to rely on persuading
local governments to regulate private land use in or near the
NRA. Congress made it clear that there was to be neither fed-
eral preemption of local zoning authority nor any badgering of
local governments by the Park Service."' 1
Cape Cod National Seashore was created to preserve the
Massachusetts shore by using a suspended power of condemna-
tion. 8 If Cape Cod communities regulated use of private land
within the seashore through Interior Department-approved
ordinances, then the Park Service could not condemn the im-
proved property covered by those ordinances.'83 If the property
was required for access to, or was a part of, the beach or water,
then the property was subject to condemnation." 4 The Secre-
tary of the Interior established standards for zoning ordi-
nances'1 5 which prohibited any commercial or industrial dis-
tricts within the national seashore.8 Setbacks were estab-
lished." 7 Uses other than residential were to be allowed if they
were consistent with the character of the area.'88 Signs were
restricted. 8' Variances and exceptions were permitted, subject
177. 16 U.S.C. § 460ff-460ff-5 (1976).
178. S. REP. No. 1328, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 5, reprinted in [19741 U.S. CODE
CONG. & AD. NEWS 6649, 6653.
179. 16 U.S.C. § 460ff-3(f) (1976). A limited advisory commission made up of
various state interests was provided to advise the Park Service on acquisitions. Id. §
460ff-4.
180.. S. REP. No. 1328, supra note 178, at 6-7, reprinted in [19741 U.S. CODE
CONG. & AD. NEWS at 6655.
181. Id. at 6, reprinted in [1974] U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS at 6655.
182. 16 U.S.C. §§ 459b-459b-8 (1976).
183. Id. § 459b-3(b)(2). "Improved property" was defined as a detached, one-
family dwelling for which construction was begun prior to Sept. 1, 1959, together with
its contiguous land and accessory buildings. Id. § 459b-3(d).
184. Id. § 459b-3(d).
185. Id. § 459b-4. The Secretary was required to submit these standards, for
review and recommendations, to Congress and the local jurisdictions. Id.
186. 36 C.F.R. § 27.2 (1978).
187. Id. § 27.3(c)(1).
188. Id. § 27.3(e).
189. Id.
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to the Secretary's review.'9 ° Local jurisdictions could submit
their ordinances to the Secretary for review, which was binding
on the Department of the Interior."'
The Sawtooth National Recreation Area in Idaho was also
established to preserve a way of life."' Subdividers were enter-
ing the Sawtooth Valley in increasing numbers, and Congress
wanted to stop the development.' 3 Because the two local coun-
ties had very limited zoning schemes, the Forest Service was
authorized to establish land use standards, using the sus-
pended power of condemnation for compliance enforcement.'
Within the boundaries of the NRA, there were about one
hundred ranches, which were considered conforming uses, and
four active subdivisions with about five hundred homes.'95 The
standards promulgated by the Forest Service were quite spe-
cific, including height limits, frontage and square foot mini-
mums, and specifications for paints and roofs.' Compatible
commercial development was permitted if it met a need in the
area.1'9 Subdividers were encouraged to work with the area
ranger to meet land use standards. 99 Subdivider cooperation
with the Forest Service resulted in the continued development
of unincorporated Sawtooth City, a group of subdivisions.'99
Appeals from decisions by the area ranger as to compliance
with standards were provided for up the chain of command to
the Secretary of Agriculture and to the federal district court.2 0
Advantages of an NRA. Perhaps of greatest significance in
the creation of an NRA is the congressional declaration that an
area such as Lake Tahoe is indeed a nationally significant area
that merits protection. This provides federal agencies and
190. Id. § 27.4.
191. 16 U.S.C. § 459b-4(a) (1976).
192. Id. § 460aa-460aa-14.
193. H.R. REP. No. 762, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 8 (1971).
194. 16 U.S.C. § 460aa-3(b) (1976); Letter from Paul Zimmerman, Sawtooth
NRA Lands Ass't, to author 2 (Feb. 16, 1978) (on file at Santa Clara Law Review);
Sawtooth National Recreation Area: Hearings on S. 1407 and H.R. 6957 Before the
Subcomm. on Parks & Recreation of the Sen. Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 92d
Cong., 2d Sess. 131 (1972) (statement of Thomas G. Nelson, Idaho attorney)
[hereinafter cited as Sawtooth Hearings].
195. Sawtooth Hearings, supra note 194, at 89. Altogether, some 1100 landowners
were affected by the standards. Letter from Paul Zimmerman, supra note 194, at 1.
196. 36 C.F.R. § 292.16(d)-(e) (1978).
197. Id. § 292.16(f)(1).
198. Id. § 292.16(d)(2).
199. Letter from Paul Zimmerman, supra note 194, at 2.
200. 36 C.F.R. § 292.15(l)-(m) (1978).
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courts with a statutory standard for reviewing their responsibil-
ities within an area and facilitates cooperation between the
various federal agencies. 0'
Creation of an NRA also includes an appropriation for
land acquisitions and a focus for future funding of improve-
ments, maintenance, and acquisitions. National seashores and
lakeshores have generally been provided with a mandate to
acquire shoreline property and access to that property, so a
significant increase in public ownership of this lakefront prop-
erty could be expected. 0 2 There is usually a provision to acquire
state-owned lands within NRA boundaries." 3 Such a provision
for Lake Tahoe would relieve California and Nevada of the
costs of development, maintenance, and protection of state
parks in the Basin and allow a shift in resources to other parts
of the states.20 '
A Lake Tahoe NRA could consist simply of an aggregation
of state and federal lands in the Basin. However, because such
an NRA would probably be created because of dissatisfaction
with the TRPA, it is more likely that extensive private lands
would be included within the boundaries of the NRA. There-
fore, use of the Cuyahoga model of zoning consultation would
be unlikely if increased federal influence over land use were
desired. The Cape Cod model of strongly encouraging consis-
tent ordinances might be used if the TRPA was retained to
control private land use. Under that model, TRPA's enforce-
ment power could be supplemented by the NRA threat to use
eminent domain against recalcitrant localities and property
owners. The Sawtooth model would, of course, preempt local
land use control within the boundaries of an NRA with Forest
Service control, and this would be the greatest expression of a
lack of confidence in local and TRPA land use efforts.
The extent to which an NRA would serve as a focus for
federal activity in the Basin would probably depend on what
lands and responsibilities were granted to the managing
agency. Perhaps the Forest Service should be given review
power over all federal and federally funded projects in the
201. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 4.
202. See, e.g., 16 U.S.C. §§ 459b-3(d), 460x-10 (1976).
203. See, e.g., id. § 460aa-2(f).
204. Each state's laws allow such a transfer of state land to the federal govern-
ment when certain jurisdictional questions are resolved. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 14665
(West Supp. 1979); NEV. REV. STAT. ch. 328 (1973).
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Basin, although other federal agencies would retain certain
authority under the NRA multiple-use concept.
Disadvantages of an NRA. A traditional NRA would not
solve all of the growth problems of Lake Tahoe. Many of the
NRA's have been endangered by growth, often fostered by
other federal agencies. For example, the Atomic Energy Com-
mission (AEC) proposed a nuclear generating plant on the edge
of the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore. The National Park
Service strongly opposed the plant because it would cause seri-
ous damage to the lakeshore, including alteration of marsh and
pond levels. 05 The AEC ignored the protest, and only a federal
court was able to alter the AEC attitude.2 "1 Padre Island Na-
tional Seashore is required to allow the United States Navy to
continue use of gunnery and bombing ranges within the sea-
shore. 07 The Bureau of Reclamation is proposing further devel-
opment of the Whiskeytown Reservoir facilities in California
that would destroy much of the natural and historical value of
that Park Service-administered area. 0 8 At Glen Canyon NRA
in the Southwest, the Bureau of Land Management retains
authority to administer mining and grazing leases without
Park Service oversight. 09 Federal agency conflicts and the im-
pact of growth are simply not solved by creation of an NRA.
A traditional NRA is also limited in its authority to affect
land use, even within its own boundaries. An offer to assist
local governments in zoning or a threat to condemn private
property may be effective when local jurisdictions are coopera-
tive or undeveloped, but without one of these elements, an
NRA can face severe threats to its integrity. For example, at
Fire Island National Seashore in New York, the Park Service
ran out of acquisition money. Under the Cape Cod model, it
was powerless to prevent inconsistent development within the
seashore until Congress appropriated more money.210 Indiana
205. Porter County Chapter of the Izaak Walton League of America v. Atomic
Energy Comm'n, 515 F.2d 513, 527 (7th Cir. 1975).
206. Id. at 530.
207. 16 U.S.C. § 459d-6 (1976).
208. National Park Service, Final Master Plan, Whiskeytown Unit, Whiskey-
town/Shasta/Trinity National Recreation Area 49-50 (July, 1976) [hereinafter cited as
Whiskeytown Plan].
209. 16 U.S.C. § 460dd-5 (1976).
210. Biderman v. Morton, 497 F.2d 1141 (2d Cir. 1974).
Efforts by environmentalists to preserve our natural habitat-in this
instance, Fire Island-cannot help but strike a sympathetic chord. In-
deed, this is particularly true where, as here, this laudable purpose ap-
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Dunes National Lakeshore was also established under a sus-
pended power of condemnation."' Dissatisfaction with the re-
sponse of local government in establishing zoning ordinances
apparently led to revocation of the suspension and to authori-
zation to buy all land within the lakeshore. 212 At the Whiskey-
town Reservoir, the Park Service is helplessly watching land
development on the northern boundary of the NRA, and local
governments have been unwilling to take any preventative ac-
tion." 3
Land acquisition under an NRA is a very limited tool to
affect land use because it is costly and dependent on the availa-
bility of money from year to year. Lake Tahoe is a particularly
difficult area to use the power of condemnation, or the threat
of it, for zoning. Although public land comprises seventy per-
cent of the land in the Basin, the remaining thirty percent is
the more valuable and includes housing for 45,000 permanent
residents, an incorporated city, and most of the shoreline."'
The assessed valuation (one-fourth of the actual value) of the
City of South Lake Tahoe alone is about $130,000,000.215 The
two Stateline casino sites being considered for Forest Service
acquisition are worth approximately $25,000,000.11 Enforce-
ment of land use standards by eminent domain might run into
the hundreds of millions of dollars, particularly if non-
conforming uses were purchased as has been done in the Saw-
tooth NRA. 17 Acquisition of property only because it violates
land use standards may have no relation whatsoever to an over-
all acquisition plan.
pears frustrated by a federal statutory scheme which, despite its lofty
terms, provides a mere chimera of environmental protection.
Id. at 1142. The court found that the federal government had no legal interest at all
in whether development went ahead or not. Id. at 1146. For a description of the
coordination and cooperation problems at Fire Island, see National Park Service,
General Management Plan, Fire Island (Sept., 1977).
211. 16 U.S.C. § 460u-3 (Supp. V 1975) (repealed 1976).
212. Act of Oct. 18, 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-459, § 1(9), 90 Stat. 2533; see S. REP.
No. 1189, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 14-15, reprinted in [1976] U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS
5629, 5638-40.
213. Whiskeytown Plan, supra note 208, at 50.
214. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 28-41; Letter from Glenn Smith, supra
note 86, at 2.
215. Letter from Richard Milbrodt, supra note 32, at 2.
216. Act of Oct. 17, 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-465, 92 Stat. 1279.
217. Letter from Paul Zimmerman, supra note 194, at 1.
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Direct Federal Land Use Control
Regulation of private land use through injunction and cita-
tion for zoning violations is more efficient and economical than
attempting to condemn violators' property. Through zoning,
private property rights are largely preserved, and local govern-
ment continues to receive the property taxes on that property.
Nevertheless, political and constitutional restraints have
prevented Congress from seeking direct control over private
land use. There is a belief that federal exercise of the police
power, particularly in regulating private land use, is improper
and perhaps unconstitutional. t This theory has been eroded
by extensive regulation of activities, which, though formerly
left to the states to regulate, affect national interests.
The police power has been defined as "the power by which
the government abridges the freedom of action of the free use
of property of the individual in order that the welfare of the
state or nation may not be jeopardized. '219 Although Congress
possesses no constitutional grant of a general police power, it
can use police-like power through "indirection," justifying the
exercise on its constitutional powers. 20
The most common justification for indirect exercise of
police-like power has been the Commerce Clause. 221 A great
deal of interstate automobile traffic occurs in the Basin. 22 Lake
Tahoe itself is an interstate, navigable waterway, and the
Basin's problems are interstate. Interstate disagreement over
transportation programs is tying up traffic at South Shore, and
interstate air pollution affects the Basin's environment.22 3
218. See, e.g., id.; Land Use Policy and Planning Assistance: Hearings on S. 268
Before the Sen. Comm. on Interior & Insular Affairs, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. 63-64, 187-
88 (1973) (statements of U.S. Senator Henry Jackson) [hereinafter cited as Land Use
Hearings]; id. at 157 (minority view of U.S. Senators Fannin & Hansen). But see
Udall, Toward a National Land Use Policy for Urban America, 12 ARiz. L. REv. 733,
740 (1970).
219. Cushman, The National Police Power under the Commerce Clause of the
Constitution, 3 MINN. L. Rav. 289, 290 (1919). See Hamilton v. Kentucky Distilleries
& Warehouse Co., 251 U.S. 146, 156 (1919).
220. Cushman, supra note 219, at 291.
221. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 3.
222. CTRPA, Regional Transportation Plan 9-13, 54-57 (Aug., 1978).
223. For example, air pollution from the Sacramento Valley often drifts into the
Basin. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 21. California's Air Resources Board has
been given responsibility for drawing up the air quality plan for the California side of
the Basin. As part of that plan, it is recommending imposition of motorists' fees for
all cars visiting the Basin from the California side. Although motorists traveling on to
Nevada would be exempted, it has the potential to impede interstate commerce. San
Jose News, May 10, 1979, at 2F, col. 1.
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If the Commerce Clause justification for federal land use
control seems a bit too indirect, the Property Clause may pro-
vide a stronger justification."' The Supreme Court has indi-
cated that this constitutional grant of power to Congress en-
compasses much more than regulation of conduct on federal
lands.
In Camfield v. United States,15 two ranchers had erected
a fence on their own land that denied access to federal lands,
in violation of a federal statute.22 6 The Supreme Court affirmed
their conviction on a nuisance theory,2 7 holding that Congress
has the right of a proprietor to prevent nuisances, and within
its power as a legislator, can determine what is a nuisance per
se.228 The Court stated:
While we do not undertake to say that Congress has the
unlimited power to legislate against nuisances within a
State, which it would have within a Territory, we do not
think the admission of a Territory as a State deprives it of
the power of legislating for the protection of the public
lands, though it may thereby involve the exercise of what
is ordinarily known as the police power, so long as such
power is directed solely to its own protection. A different
rule would place the public domain of the United States
at the mercy of state legislation."
This case was supported thirty years later by United
States v. Alford.23 Mr. Alford had left a fire unattended near
forest reserve lands in violation of a federal statute. 3' Justice
Holmes, writing for the unanimous Court, determined that
Congress intended to regulate fires on both public lands and
adjacent private lands.23 2 Citing the Property Clause and
Camfield, he stated: "Congress may prohibit the doing of acts
upon privately owned lands that imperil the publicly owned
forests." 233
224. U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 3, cl. 2. See Annot., 49 L. Ed. 2d 1239 (1976).
225. 167 U.S. 518 (1897).
226. Act of Feb. 25, 1885, ch. 149, 23 Stat. 321.
227. 167 U.S. at 522-23.
228. Id. at 524-25.
229. Id. at 525-26.
230. 274 U.S. 264 (1927).
231. Act of June 25, 1910, § 6, 18 U.S.C. § 1856 (1976).
232. 274 U.S. at 265. The Court emphasized: "The danger depends upon the
nearness of the fire, not upon the ownership of the land where it is built." Id. at 267.
233. Id. at 267.
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Courts have emphasized that the power of Congress to
regulate conduct on federal lands is "without limitations. '23'
An interpretation of the Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros
Act 235 confirmed the breadth of that power in Kleppe v. New
Mexico.131 The New Mexico Livestock Board entered federal
land to round up wild burros that had been interfering with a
rancher's cattle grazing under federal permit. The Supreme
Court upheld the constitutionality of the Wild Horses Act,
finding that the wild burros were ecologically related to federal
land, and therefore within the protection of congressional
power under the Property Clause."' Although the Court did not
have to reach the question of the constitutionality of federal
regulation of wild burro capture on private land, it noted
Camfield and stated:
[T]he ...passage refers to the scope of congressional
power to regulate conduct on private land that affects the
public lands. And Camfield holds that the Property Clause
is broad enough to permit federal regulation of fences built
upon private land adjoining public land when the regula-
tion is for the protection of federal property. Camfield con-
tains no suggestion of any limitation over Congress' power
over conduct on its own property; its sole message is that
the power granted by the Property Clause is broad enough
to reach beyond territorial limits.2
How far beyond territorial limits the Property Clause power
reaches has never been determined.2 39
In 1977, the Kleppe decision was applied to conduct on
neighboring state property in United States v. Brown.2 10 A
duckhunter traveling through Voyagers National Park on a
state-owned waterway was arrested by park rangers for carry-
ing a gun in violation of Park Service regulations. The appel-
late court affirmed the hunter's conviction by expansively
234. United States v. City& County of S.F., 310 U.S. 16,29 (1940); see also Light
v. United States, 220 U.S. 523, 537 (1910); United States v. Gratiot, 39 U.S. (14 Pet.)
526 (1840).
235. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1331-1340 (1976).
236. 426 U.S. 529, 540-41, rehearing denied, 429 U.S. 873 (1976).
237. Id. at 543.
238. Id. at 538 (emphasis in original).
239. Id. at 539, 547. The Kleppe decision also noted congressional discretion in
determining if a threat to public land exists and that the Court would be inclined to
defer to this congressional determination. Id. at 541 n.10.
240. 552 F.2d 817 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 431 U.S. 949 (1977).
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reading the Property Clause."' The court concluded that con-
gressional power over federal lands includes "the authority to
regulate activities on non-federal public waters in order to pro-
tect wildlife and visitors on the lands.
'
"
2 42
How such broad construction of the Property Clause and
the corresponding judicial deference to the judgment of Con-
gress would combine to affect the direct federal land use con-
trol of private land is uncertain. Such controls on private lands
within the boundaries of, or adjacent to, a national recreation
area would appear to fall within the permissible reach of
Kleppe. The Forest Service has clearly indicated its concern
that continued urbanization of the Lake Tahoe Basin may
deny the public use of its majority ownership of the Basin.
2 43
Regulation of this interference with a fundamental purpose of
the federal lands certainly seems to be a proper exercise of
congressional power under the Property Clause.
2 44
Assuming the constitutionality of direct federal land use
control, an inquiry into the form of that control is necessary.
The Forest Service would probably propose a Basin manage-
ment plan similar to its approach for management of its own
lands in the Basin. The Forest Service general plan provided
for a two-step evaluation of land. 24" First, land capability
241. Id. at 822. Almost identical language was used in the Kleppe case. 426 U.S.
at 536.
242. 552 F.2d at 822.
243.
Private development as it takes place utilizes the capacity of the Basin
(transportation, water, sewers, etc.) and precludes the possible use of
public lands for public purposes. If a "fair share" of the capacity is
preserved for the use of public lands, then development of the private
lands would not be adverse to the public interest. The objective would
be to determine and to assure a fair share of capacity for each.
Statement of Douglas R. Leisz, supra note 80, at 5.
244. See ONE THIRD, supra note 132, at 82; FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 31 (E.
Dolgin & T. Gilbert eds. 1974). "It would be feasible to invest in the Secretary of
Agriculture control over the development, administration, and enforcement of zoning
ordinances and permits in or near a National Lakeshore." BOR Draft, supra note 25,
at 95. But see Land Use Hearings, supra note 218, at 185-86 (statement of Rogers B.
Morton questioning what would be left of state sovereignty if the federal government
took over land use control).
For a discussion of just how broad the Kleppe decision may be, including perhaps
a congressional power to force private landowners to submit to ecological nuisances and
intrusions from federal lands, see Notes & Comments, Constitutionality of the Free-
Roaming Wild Horse and Burros Act: The Ecosystem and the Property Clause in
Kleppe v. New Mexico, 7 ENVT'L L. 137 (1976).
245. LTBMU Plan, supra note 80, at 45-50.
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throughout the Basin was determined."' Then, the land capa-
bility designation was assigned types and intensities of devel-
opment suitable for that land capability.247 This second step
was called land suitability. The TRPA used this framework to
develop its regional plan, but deviated from the Forest Service
study regarding twenty-six percent of the TRPA-regulated
land.2 8 It could be expected that the Forest Service would
strictly apply its land capability/suitability analysis and deal
with non-conforming uses through eminent domain or amorti-
zation.
In establishing the capability/suitability standards, scenic
and recreational values would be given strong consideration.
The first draft of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation's study of
Lake Tahoe suggested use of landscape flow evaluation to pre-
serve the scenic beauty of the Basin.2" For example, if one
wanted to preserve the view of Mount Tallac from anywhere on
the Lake, a landscape conservation district might be estab-
lished to protect the area around Mount Tallac. Determination'
of the important scenic areas would, of course, involve subjec-
tive decisions, but they would not be many, due to the large
percentage of public land ownership in the Basin.
The EPA has suggested, and the Forest Service has appar-
ently supported, a more dynamic approach to land use plan-
ning and control. Instead of creating a static regional plan, the
EPA and the Forest Service are developing an environmental
threshold approach. 50 This would involve setting threshold
standards for ecological values, such as water quality and wild-
life habitat, continuously monitoring those values, and then
altering land use standards to avoid crossing the thresholds. 5'
This approach assumes that mankind cannot be certain what
effects continued development may have on the Basin. Outside
effects, such as air pollution from Reno or Sacramento, could
be more flexibly factored into land use decisions. Such an ap-
proach would, however, deprive property owners of the greater
246. Land capability is defined as "the level of use an area can tolerate without
sustaining permanent damage through erosion and other causes." LAND CAPABILITY
STUDY, supra note 90, at 4.
247. Id. at 24-25.
248. HUD Assessment, supra note 19, at 8.
249. BOR Draft, supra note 25, at 65-66.
250. Federal Policy, supra note 79, at 16.
251. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 93. See text accompanying note 50 supra
(suggested environmental thresholds for the TRPA).
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predictability that a more static regional plan would provide.
There are significant problems involved in imposing fed-
eral land use control. Meaningful public input from individual
property owners would be difficult to obtain, because political
pressure could only be brought through Congress rather than
local and state government. Any federal regional plan would no
doubt have to comply with the National Environmental Policy
Act, with its attendant environmental impact statements.252
The deprivation of power over land use decisions from the two
states and the various counties would be significant. In addi-
tion, the Lake Tahoe Basin is an important source of tax reve-
nue, 5' and federal control of land use would likely mean a more
static level of revenue for local governments in the area. In
turn, the services to be provided by local jurisdictions would
largely be controlled by federal land use decisions. Federal zon-
ing, however, might offer to property owners the economic ad-
vantage of reverse condemnation payments for downzoning. 54
If that were provided by Congress, it would ease the shock to
property owners and perhaps reduce opposition to a federal
takeover of zoning.
A Tahoe Basin Authority
One last alternative should be mentioned: a nationalized
TRPA, made up of a nationally representative majority. 5 De-
pendent solely on federal funding, it would be able to avoid
functional limitations that management of the Basin by a con-
ventional federal agency such as the Forest Service would have.
Such an authority would also make Lake Tahoe a special entity
that would not suffer from the divided attention or support of
a Cabinet Secretary.
The only model that exists at the present time is the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority (TVA). Analysis of the TVA suggests
252. 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4361 (1976); see also Statement of Douglas R. Leisz,
supra note 80, at 3-4.
253. Ayer, supra note 32, at 1322; Ayer, A Trip Through the Fiscal Wilderness,
CAL. J., Jan., 1972, at 14. For example, in 1970, El Dorado County's portion of the
Basin contributed 52t of every county tax dollar in revenue and received only 30t back
in services. Id.
254. Sawtooth Hearings, supra note 194, at 57 (statement of U.S. Senator Frank
Church); BOR Draft, supra note 25, at 99.
255. The first draft of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation study of Lake Tahoe
suggested adding a national majority to the TRPA governing board, but did not go so
far as to advocate a completely independent management agency. BOR Draft, supra
note 25, at 82-85.
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that its success was based on the special circumstances of the
recovery from the Great Depression.25 The TVA was created to
spur development and became quite financially independent
through power generation revenue."7 It was not a comprehen-
sive agency for all federal activity in its region, but devoted
itself only to development of resources.258
Such an entity at Lake Tahoe could be created only with
the special interest of powerful politicians, such as the Presi-
dent. The difficulty of gaining support for a traditional NRA
indicates that such a special interest will probably not exist in
the near future.
CONCLUSION
Whether the TRPA will or should continue to function is
a question that will be determined by political bargaining be-
tween Nevada and California.25 The decision on the TRPA's
future will certainly influence what the federal role at Lake
Tahoe will be. This comment has described the reservoir of
federal power available to affect the growth of the Lake Tahoe
Basin. The efforts of the Western Regional Council have pro-
vided a framework for coordinating federal action, but more
federal involvement is needed if the public interest at Lake
Tahoe is to be fully protected. To continue to rely on uncertain
appropriations for land acquisition and on the good will of the
many federal agencies involved is to continue to place Lake
Tahoe and the public interest in the area in jeopardy.
At a minimum, a congressional declaration of the national
interest in Lake Tahoe should be made. Such a declaration
would direct federal agencies to subordinate their functional
goals to that national interest and would provide a statutory
standard for managing all federal activity in the Basin. Then,
Congress could establish a national lakeshore at Lake Tahoe.2""
The creation of such an NRA would provide Congress with the
flexibility to innovate in acquiring land, seeking adequate land
use standards, and coordinating federal and federally funded
activities in the Basin. It would tend to ensure that the plan-
256. Pritchett, The Transplantability of the TVA, 32 IowA L. REv. 327 (1947).
257. Id. at 329-30.
258. Id. at 329-33; see also M. DERTHICK, supra note 116, at 22-45.
259. For an evaluation of the TRPA, see Cal. Dep't of Finance, Regional Plan-
ning at Lake Tahoe, An Analysis (1977).
260. El Dorado County, Cal., Res. No. 246-76 (Sept. 21, 1976).
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ning, maintenance, and development of the federal lands in the
Basin were adequately funded. Designation as a national lake-
shore would indicate congressional intent to acquire lakefront
property, with an ultimate goal of acquisition of all of the lake-
shore. Finally, establishment of a congressionally-mandated
federal management unit in the Basin would ensure that its
ecology was continuously monitored.
Creation of an NRA at Lake Tahoe might be a first step
toward direct control of Basin land use by the federal govern-
ment. However, Congress has the power to mandate as power-
ful or as weak an NRA as protection of the national interest
requires. It would appear that Congress has the constitutional
power to impose direct federal land use control to protect any
federal land. Yet only the endangering of a nationally signifi-
cant area would be sufficient to compel Congress to take this
unprecedented step in exercising its Property Clause power.
Lake Tahoe and its Basin have been studied extensively
in the past two decades,"' but no one has determined how
much more development the Basin can withstand.52 There are
fundamental questions to be answered before Congress could
decide whether the national interest requires direct federal zon-
ing. Would implementation of TRPA's regional plan be ade-
quate to protect the Basin? Should the present level of use of
the Basin be maintained or even cut back? Should all vacation
homes or gaming be barred from the Basin? Perhaps the con-
gressional declaration of the national interest in Lake Tahoe
would help provide answers. Perhaps yet another study of Lake
Tahoe is required to determine the environmental thresholds
of the Basin.
There is no substitute for Lake Tahoe as a recreation cen-
ter. It lies within easy driving distance of all of Northern Cali-
fornia and Northwestern Nevada. The Basin provides a wide
variety of recreational opportunities, and yet is large enough to
accommodate a large number of people.2 3 California and Ne-
vada may save local control of land use by reaching an effective
compromise on the region's future. If the two states do not
261. See J. JONES, INVENTORY OP RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN THE LAKE TAHOE AREA
1845-1976: A BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR LAKE TAHOE (1976).
262. EPA TAHOE STUDY, supra note 1, at 93.
263. In 1973, the peak seasonal population was estimated at about 129,700
(about 26,000 of these were permanent residents). The estimated seasonal population
peak if all land in the Basin were developed to the highest level compatible with Forest
Service land studies would be about 364,800. Id. at 40-41.
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reach such a compromise, the nation's interest in the preserva-
tion of this unique lake basin demands that Congress develop
a land management system in the Basin that will protect this
national resource.
Larry E. Anderson

